
The Synthesis Essay - II

English 11AP



How does this work?

• You are presented with an introduction and 
description of an issue that has varying 
viewpoints attached to it.

• You are given a variety of sources that address 
this topic.  

• After reading and annotating the sources, you 
are required to respond to the prompt with an 
essay that synthesizes at least THREE to 
support your position on the subject.



What are you assessed on?

• Your ability to:
– Read critically
– Understand texts
– Analyze texts
– Develop a position
– Support a position
– Use appropriate evidence
– Incorporate outside sources
– Cite outside sources



A Combination of Everything

• One way of looking at the synthesis 
essay is as a combination of the 
analysis and argument skills you 
have developed for the other two 
essays.



What Kinds of Synthesis Essays?

• There are two types.
• The first is an expository essay in which you 

develop a thesis and support it with examples.
• The second kind presents an argument and 

asks you to take a position using appropriate 
outside sources and indicating the weaknesses 
of other viewpoints.



How to Tackle the Synthesis Essay

• During your 15 minutes of reading time, you 
should:
– Read all three prompts
– Deconstruct the synthesis prompt
– Read an annotate each of the synthesis texts
– Decide how you will address the synthesis prompt
– Choose which THREE synthesis texts you will use





Deconstructing the Prompt

• Carefully read the 
prompt, looking for key 
words and phrases

• Read the introduction!

• Mark it up!



Which are the Essential Elements?



The 7 Passages

















Evaluating the Passages
• You should consider:

– Purpose/ thesis
– Intended audience
– Type of source (primary or secondary)
– Main points
– Historical context
– Authority of the author
– How the material is presented
– Source of the evidence
– Any bias or agenda
– How the text relates to the topic
– Support or opposition towards the thesis



Visual Texts
• Identify the subject of the visual
• Identify the major components, such 

as characters, details, and symbols
• Identify verbal cues, such as titles, 

taglines, date, author, and dialogue
• Notice position and size of details
• Does the visual take a positive or 

negative position towards the issue?
• Identify the primary purpose of the 

visual
• Determine how each detail illustrates/ 

supports the primary purpose
• Does the author indicate alternative 

viewpoints?



Selecting Which Sources

• What is your purpose?
• Does it give background or other pertinent 

information?
• Does the source give new information or 

overlap with others?
• Does the text reflect the viewpoints of the 

others or contradict them?
• Does the source support or oppose your claim?



Using Sources

• Summary: Reducing a piece to its essential 
points

• Paraphrase: Transpose the original material 
into your own words

• Inference: Drawing a conclusion based on the 
material



Remember These?
Speaker

Audience Subject



The Opening Paragraph

• Refer specifically to the prompt and 
introduction

• Clearly state your position on the topic
– Support
– Oppose
– Qualify



Three Sample Introductions



Developing the Body

• What is your position?
• Which sources are you using?
• What points will you be making?
• How will you use the sources to support your 

points?



Developing the Body

• For example, this student decided to present a 
qualifying position on eminent domain.



Sample Body Paragraphs



Sample Body Paragraphs



Sample Body Paragraphs



The Conclusion

• A conclusion is recommended for the synthesis 
essay.

• However, you should avoid merely 
summarizing.  Your reader will remember 
what you just wrote.

• Let’s take a look at some samples:



Sample Conclusions



Remember to:

• Be clear, organized, logical, and thoughtful
• When developing each of your major points:

– Relate it to the thesis
– Use specific examples
– Use selected sources to support the point
– Incorporate sources by using:

• Attribution and introduction
• Transitions
• Mix of direct quotations, summary, and paraphrasing



Now It’s Your Turn



Now It’s Your Turn
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